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Introducing Dwarrior, the premier and industry-leading game available in the
Metaverse!
Dwarrior's journey is an effort to create immense value for the digital community
and for the future of Metaverse whereby our main goal is to make, you, the
center of it all.
Dwarrior is the result of a professional and experienced team in the Blockchain
game industry. Due to our experience, we are confident that Dwarrior is the first
and largest project in relation to the Three Kingdoms in the Metaverse. By
choosing the Three Kingdoms mythology as the centerpiece to stage our game,
our players will be able to experience the vivid cultural, dynastic and historical
world of ancient China, while having fun!
Dwarrior's mission is to open up a new world - where players who are warriors
can have fun and earn money and experience the realm of the Metaverse.
The main goal and ethos of Dwarrior is to create a user-friendly ecosystem with
an intuitive interface with a focus on a strong global community that prides itself
on inclusivity and exclusivity within the crypto world.
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NUMBER 1 BLOCKCHAIN
ADVISOR NUMBER OF
PROJECTS: 135 PROJECTS
RAISED: $805,626,214
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400.000 followers on all channels

PROJECT

WEBSITE
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D

https://dwarrior.io/

TWITTER
https://twitter.com/DwarriorNFT

TELEGRAM OFFICIAL
https://t.me/DwarriorOfficial

TELEGRAM OFFICIAL 2

105.800
FOLLOWERS

195.000
FOLLOWERS

65.000

https://t.me/DwarriorOfficial2

FOLLOWERS

TELEGRAM CHANNEL

226.000

https://t.me/DwarriorChannel

FOLLOWERS

DISCORD
https://discord.gg/vMPam9axrq

FACEBOOK

https://www.facebook.com/DwarriorNFT

35.000
FOLLOWERS

15.000
FOLLOWERS

Dwarrior has been live since December 10, 2021, and has been already working
seamlessly for 2 months!
DWarrior's current goal is to build a larger-than-life Metaverse community!
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Dwarrior is live!
Dwarrior

has

been

completed

and

is

available online for our users to play!

IP Game is familiar with a large number of
existing players in the traditional game
market segment. The ability for IP Game to
reach the Chinese market is very high
compared

to

other

games

currently

available.
Dwarrior brings Blockchain and Metaverse
technologies together in the context of the
Three Kingdoms world with its goal to
expand its horizon to encapsulate not only
crypto users but to entice non-crypto users
too
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Launchpad DAOstarter floor confirm 100K, RuBy Media 50K confirm.
-Submit to exchanges: RedKite, GameFi, PolkaStarter, PinkSell.
-2 Partnership, 8 AMA in the near future.

Dwarrior is a Blockchain game application that can work on both PC and mobile
devices with Android and IOS operating systems. According to DataReportal,
70% of the world's population is currently using some form of a smartphone.
This is where the true potential of Dwarrior shines through as this provides
Dwarrior access to a global marketplace.
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Introducing Dwarrior, the premier and industry-leading game available in the
Metaverse!
Dwarrior is a Metaverse game that centers itself in the realm of the very popular
Three Kingdoms world, which is based on ancient Chinese mythology and history,
particularly during the period of the dynasty wars. Dwarrior is a ‘Free to Play’ game
that helps players experience the Three Kingdoms world. Dwarrior also allows users
to utilize in-game purchases and NFT trading based on Blockchain technology.
Inspired by the traditional Three Kingdoms game, Dwarrior builds a true-to-life world
of the ancient sagas that blends the availability of using crypto technologies to
enhance user experience.
Dwarrior includes various styles of unique gameplay including ‘Player versus Player’,
‘Player versus Environment, increasing skill points, and an NFT marketplace!
Furthermore, being at the forefront of gaming is the primary goal of Dwarrior as
themes and ideas are consistently refreshed, adding to the constantly evolving nature
of Dwarrior’s ecosystem.
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Dwarrior brings Blockchain and Metaverse technologies together in the context of the
Three Kingdoms world with its goal to expand its horizon to encapsulate not only
crypto users but to entice non-crypto users too.
Dwarrior is always with and ready to support players at any time, as Dwarrior aims to
create a powerful global community within its userbase which will be led to satisfying
them in every possible way.
Dwarrior brings Blockchain technology and new developments of the Three Kingdoms
Game to long-term access to people from all walks of life.

Our key values and responsibilities:
To create a user-friendly ecosystem, beautiful interface, and easy to integrate
Tokenization of generals and items in the game
The ability for users to earn money in our ‘Play-to-Earn’ model
Strong Community, always willing to unite and help each other.
Dwarrior is a revenue-based model that can be maintained with the Dwar token value
inflation limit.
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The thing that sets Dwarrior apart is the selection of the
theme of the Three Kingdoms. This is a very old topic and
has always existed until now, which proves its great appeal
and longevity to the gaming community. This fact will create
conditions for us to develop the Metaverse universe of the
Three Kingdoms. Most other games tend to run out of steam
after a while but unlike Dwarrior, the expansive nature of
the topic constantly provides new ideas to thrive.
The second difference is the Game Free to Play system, new
players are often afraid to spend money on the game, with
Dwarrior players do not need to spend any money to play!
Everyone has the opportunity to be ready to experience the
game and step into the Blockchain marketplace without
worrying about financial risks.
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The third difference is that Dwarrior focuses on community development and takes
the community as the main foundation for the evolution of the project. To drive this
purpose we are goal-oriented and focus on understanding our player base.
The fourth difference, Dwarrior is the best bridge to entice non-crypto game players
to the Metaverse platform. Having the Three Kingdoms theme is key to this success
as it already has a large following. This will result in the players adapting to a new
paradigm based on what they're experiencing. That is also the reason why we chose
the game Three Kingdoms because the number of people playing the game Three
Kingdoms is extremely large, it can be compared with any other big game like Fifa, or
Counter-Strike.
The final difference is the easy playing process, simple NFT mining steps, and
minimalist game model. Players experience and learn the game content through
detailed instructions, and whilst the admin team is ready to support users with any
issues if they arise.
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Our team is a diverse and experienced team that understands the current
business environment, and operating rules. They also continually drive the
expansion of the project and have a grasp on long-term development.
As we stand, we have strong resources that are based in the traditional trading
sector and have been operating for over 6 years. It is the springboard of the
Dwarrior Project to go further in the future and is invested as carefully and
thoroughly as possible. Our team takes the core of development with a longterm, persistent vision and business philosophies that have accumulated over the
years of shared experience.
The team of project Dwarrior is all people with long experience in personal
expertise, especially within traditional business models. Our team takes the
community and users as the foundation and end goal. All areas of the project's
expertise are fully developed by us, aiming at the value of creating a powerful
Dwarrior community
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Players can choose up to 5 players and have the option to part-take in teamwork
whilst having the ability to earn rewards in the game.
The ‘Play-to-Earn’ features provide a way for players to receive benefits, profits,
and rewards.
Dwarrior includes various styles of unique gameplay including ‘Player versus
Player’, ‘Player versus Environment, increasing skill points, and an NFT
marketplace!
The first ecosystem is DeFi x NFT game with a difference in Blockchain
technology and a Free-to-Play model for earning and staking. This is the game's
most successfully adopted digital platform.
Dwarrior players don't have to spend any money to get started, and they can be
earned by:
-Stake Dwar Token
-Invite others to play the game
-Play and win the challenges in the game
-Collect and trade NFT champions and items on the market
-NFT Marketplace & Payments: Users can buy and sell NFT assets
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This is a mode that allows players to immerse themselves in the game world through
activities and tasks. In PvE mode, you can freely level up, and practice skills without
worrying about being ambushed by strong gamers. You can use heroes to perform game
missions, find items, gifts, and level up.
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PvP mode allows players to use their generals to fight with other players.
Players can increase rank, and receive rewards based on leaderboards that are updated
daily and monthly!
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Dwarrior has 64 extremely diverse heroes created from full HD image
technology.
All generals have realistic and independent skill effects.
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Heroes in Dwarrior will have the possibility to harness and ride
pets. All pets available are rare and have a limited NFT.
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The NFT marketplace is a place where players can exchange, buy and sell NFT assets
such as items, heroes, and pets!
GameFi's Ecosystem provides a marketplace for gamers and sellers, buyers and
investors. The marketplace aims to develop into a one-stop shop for all in-game items
and content after integrating DeFi tools.
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There are thousands of heroes and millions of variably evolved items for the
player to choose from! Each Hero has 4 skill attributes that can be
developed during gameplay. This in turn allows players to harness new
abilities whilst formulating new play styles and unique strategies.
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SEED
PRIVATE
PUBLIC

52.000.000
148.000.000
18.000.000

5,20%
14,80%
1,80%

0,016

45 day lock , 6% on TGE, 2% at 3rd month
then linear vesting over 24 months

0,024

14 day lock , 6% on TGE, 2% at 3rd week,
2% at 2nd month then linear verting over
24 month

0,032

30% at TGE, lock for 1 month,
then linear 3 months

ECOSYTEM FARMING

322.000.000

32,20%

6 month lock, 36 months
linear vesting

LIQUIDITY

20.000.000

2%

Lock in 36 month

TEAM

180.000.000

18%

6 month lock, 36 months linear
vesting (weekly)

MARKETING

200.000.000

20%

30 months linear vesting (weekly)

6%

3 month lock, 18 months linear
vesting (weekly)

ADVISOR

60.000.000
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Verify ideals, start designing

Research game and NFT

Public sale

and building the Dwarrior

Develop NFT design.

NFT marketplace for players

games.

Seed round private

to buy/sell the bosses, heroes

Complete coding the game.

Private sale round

Beta Test

Apply blockchain

NFT Farming

technologies into the game.

Publish our games on Google

Business expansion

Evolutionary system

Play and the App Store

Operating and exploiting

First Esport Gaming

Officially launching the game

PvP battle

Survival Arena

and starting the staking pool.

Equipement system

Event system

Idle campaign
Launch ranking function
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Website: https://dwarrior.io/
Twitter: https://twitter.com/DwarriorNFT
Telegram: https://t.me/DwarriorOfficial
Telegram Channel: https://t.me/DwarriorChannel
Email: Dwarriornft8888@gmail.com
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DwarriorNFT
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